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Editor Speech of IC - BTI 2020
International Conference is the 9th international interdisciplinary peer reviewed conference which
publishes works of the scientists as well as practitioners in the area where UBT is active in Education,
Research and Development. The UBT aims to implement an integrated strategy to establish itself as an
internationally competitive, research-intensive institution, committed to the transfer of knowledge and the
provision of a world-class education to the most talented students from all backgrounds. It is delivering
different courses in science, management and technology. This year we celebrate the 19th Years
Anniversary. The main perspective of the conference is to connect scientists and practitioners from
different disciplines in the same place and make them be aware of the recent advancements in different
research fields, and provide them with a unique forum to share their experiences. It is also the place to
support the new academic staff for doing research and publish their work in international standard level.
This conference consists of sub conferences in different fields: - Management, Business and Economics Humanities and Social Sciences (Law, Political Sciences, Media and Communications) - Computer
Science and Information Systems - Mechatronics, Robotics, Energy and Systems Engineering Architecture, Integrated Design, Spatial Planning, Civil Engineering and Infrastructure - Life Sciences and
Technologies (Medicine, Nursing, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Physcology, Dentistry, and Food Science),Art Disciplines (Integrated Design, Music, Fashion, and Art).
This conference is the major scientific event of the UBT. It is organizing annually and always in
cooperation with the partner universities from the region and Europe. In this case as partner universities
are: University of Tirana – Faculty of Economics, University of Korca. As professional partners in this
conference are: Kosova Association for Control, Automation and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE),
Kosova Association for Modeling and Simulation (KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova Association for
Management. This conference is sponsored by EUROSIM - The European Association of Simulation. We
have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors and also the conference organizing team making this event a
real international scientific event. This year we have more application, participants and publication than
last year.
Congratulations!
Edmond Hajrizi,
Rector of UBT and Chair of IC - BTI 2020
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“New EU Methodology and the Accession of North Macedonia and
Albania”
Prof. Dr. Blerim Reka*

Abstract:In my paper I will try to explain the new context of EU enlargement and its implication for the
Western Balkans Countries within the new EU methodology of 2020.
EU integration of the Western Balkans will be different compared with all previous accessions. This new
context of enlargement is due to 2 new EU strategic documents: “New Methodology” of Enlargement
and “Blueprint action plan for rule of law” of the European Commission.
Within this new context of enlargement, the whole process is becoming: more gradual, more conditional,
more predictable, and reversible. New Methodology, launched by EC on 5 th February, will also increase
political weight of member states, which will be together with the Commission from the beginning of the
negotiation process, and could intervene in any phase and revert it.
Politically, member states with get more political weight in the accession negotiation process, and
technically instead of previous model of opening and closing 35 chapters, EC and member states will
negotiate with candidate state, within 7 clusters which include more chapters. The Republic of North
Macedonia and Albania are the first two countries, which are expected to be invited till the end of this
year at the first EU inter-governmental conference, which will sign the start of accession negotiation
process. But at least one year and half is needed for bilateral screening, than progress report by ECapproved by all member states, in order to start accession negotiation within the first cluster. Likely,
during actual German Presidency of EU, two countries with be invited in December 2020 to intergovernmental conference, but less likely that they will start negotiations before beginning of 2022,
during the French Presidency of EU. Apart from internal reform (as vertical condition), both countries
are facing with external challenges, (as horizontal condition), due to possible veto of Bulgaria against
North Macedonia (for the history and language); and of Greece against Albania, (for the sea border).
__________________________
*) Professor of International Public Law, EU Law and International Relations; Former Minister for
European Integration of the Republic of Kosova; Former Ambassador of the Republic of Macedonia at
EU, Brussels; Former Presidential Candidate for the President of the Republic of North Macedonia;
Former Pro- Rector for International Cooperation, Former Pro- Rector for Research, Former Dean of
Faculty of Law, Former Dean of Faculty of Political Science and Public Administration of SEEU;
Author of 20 books.

EU New methodology
EU enlargement in the Western Balkans is the process which politically was based on Copenhagen and
Madrid criteria’s (1993 &1995) and Stabilization and Association Agreement1 and technically, till 2019
was implemented trough accession negotiations by opening and closure of 35 chapters of acquis
communitaire, based on the conditionality. (Gateva, 2015, 2). But, in autumn of 2019 France raises the
need for change of that EU enlargement model, because was: too long, not effective and not predictable.
Based on French President Macron doctrine: "deeper, instead of expanded EU", the whole process of
enlargement should be “gradual” and “reversible”2.
The main concerns of countries from Western Balkans were that this new approach maybe would
strengthen the process, but also will cause possible delay of accession of next candidate countries.

1

The Secretariat of the Council of EU: ”Working Document”; Draft General Position fr Negotiation with
the Republic of North Macedonia/Republic of Albania(revised text), Brussels 23 September 2020, WK
9995/2020 INIT; related to Working Paper of September 2020, WK 8913/2020/INIT), point 4,page 4
2
REUTERS, Euro news, Euroactiv, 17.10.2019
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Earlier, some scholars opened the question of further expanded EU (Sjuarsen, H, 2003, 2), and some EU
member states asked for “the pause in enlargement”, with defended by: “enlargement fatigue” and by
lack of “absorption capacities” of EU to accept newcomers. (Reka, 2010, 60-61).
Later, it was defended by request for deepening the EU, before of its widening, implying that there will
be no external enlargement before an internal institutional reform. Some member’s states even spoke for
replacement of enlargement: either by “close partnership”3, or trough “special status with EU”.4
French position on the need for “new methodology” came after a debate for new approach of EU
enlargement in the Western Balkans. (Swoboda, H 2018, 1). This new approach of France influenced
EU Council in October 2019, by postponing start of accession negotiations with North Macedonia and
Albania. Later France announced its “Non- Paper”, which did not mention enlargement at all, but
operated with different wording like: “gradual association”, and “accession process. 5 On 17 November
2019, France sent to EU members that paper on new methodology for accession process, based on a
guiding principle: deepening before widening of EU.6
A contra non- paper of 9 member states was sent to EC on 11 December 2019, asking continuation of EU
enlargement in the region, opposing that restrictive approach, and disagreeing with the France’s position
on “EU reform as a pre-condition for enlargement”, asking: open door policy and strict, but fair
conditionality. 7
Based on “French Non- Paper”, 4 key main principles should be respected in the future accessions:
“gradual association, stringent conditions, tangible benefits and reversibility”. Instead of 35 chapters
(based process of opening and closure of each of them), this document introduces 7 phases of the
process. Each phase includes more chapters in the separate clusters, but differently from actual
enlargement process, not necessary once closed chapter is final; but remains subject of re-opening again.
By this the whole process will become reversible and no guaranty that every phase will not be reverted
again, and the whole enlargement will be delayed for a while.
Nine EU member states opposed that rigid position of France and as a compromise formula, taking into
consideration French position and also positions of 9 member states, EU balanced between pro and
contra approaches of its member states. Political debate on this issue was held at European Parliament
too8. At the end, European Commission on 5 th February 2020 adopted “New Methodology”, and on
March 2020 European Council “enhanced and endorsed enlargement methodology”. 9.
The 4 key principles of this new methodology are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gradual association
Stringent conditions
Tangible benefits and
Reversibility

These basic principles should be respected in each of 7 phases of the process 10, with the possibility that
not only European Commission, (as it was till now), but also each of member states could intervene and
even ask for re-opening again already closed chapter.

3

French MEP Natali Loazowas declared that: “Western Balkan is absolutely un-prepared for EU, and
for them should be applied “close partnership”(“Независен Весник”, 17.07.2019, p.7)
4
Slovenian President Borut Pahor at: “Bled Strategic Forum”, declared that for Turkey instead of EU
enlargement should applied “special status in the relation with EU”, (Radio Antena 5, morning news
09:00, 04.09.2019).
5
www.politico.eu 17.11.19, 11:44
6
“Koha Ditore”, 18.11.2019, p.3
7
“Нова Македонија “,13.12.2019, p.3; “Слободен Печат”, 13.12.2019, p.3
8
European Parliament, “A new approach to EU enlargement”, 2020, Briefing, p.2
9
“Enhancing the Accession Process- A Credible U Perspective for the Western Balkans”; (Joint
Statement of Member States f the European Council Endorsing and Enhancing Enlargement
Methodology), COM(2020)57 Final, 20 March, 2020
10

Annex 1, pp.1,2,4,5
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By this, the whole process becomes reversible and no guaranty that each phase will not be reverted again,
which confirmed that which Busek earlier called: “membership hopes in the Western Balkans”(Busek, E
2009, 2). Compared with previous EU enlargement approach, where accession negotiations were leaded
by European Commission; now from the beginning will be directed by EC and member states. So, in
contrast to earlier period when EC, gave positive recommendation for one negotiation country, but
Council decided against; now from the start of the process both EC and Council will be involved in the
process.
Politically, member states with get more political weight in the accession negotiation process.
Technically, instead of previous model guided by SAA, but implemented by opening and closing of
chapters (Bierman R, 2001, 993), based on “positive conditionality”, (Gerrits, A, 2007, 61); EC and
candidate state with negotiate within clusters which include more chapters in similar fields.
Aiming to give to the process more predictability and credibility, more dynamic and stronger political
steering11, based on the experience of slow progress of previous methodology (based on opening and
closure of EU chapters); France, initiated in 2019, and EU adopted in 2020 this new methodology. The
aim was to avoid repetition of Montenegro case (which for seven years of negotiations opened 32, but
closed only 2 chapters); or Serbia case (which opened 18 out of 35, but in 2020 did not opened a single
chapter). (Mirel, P, 2020, 3)

Rule of law as key EU value.
In parallel with this new accession methodology, European Commission by mid 2019, adopted
“Blueprint Action Plan for Rule of Law”12, by which rule of law becomes key shared European values13,
and introduced obligation for member states to ensure effective judicial protection 14.
Based on this new EC document, rule of law will be high priority of EU Council15, and “rule of law
review cycle”, will be established to monitor the situation in the member states 16. It seemed that his
document was adopted after the first cases of some member states which practiced out of rule of law. In
Hungary, was noted that independent media and NGOs were threatened, and public administration and
the judiciary were politicized. In Poland PiS- party’s attempts to control the Polish Constitutional
Tribunal led to the launch of a dialogue under the Rule of Law Framework with the Commission.
(Grabbe & Lehne, 2017, 2).
The cases of Hungary and Poland were brought before European Court of Justice based on Article 7 of
Lisbon Treaty. ECJ on 6 October ruled that “changes by Hungary to its higher education law which
forced a university founded by Hungarian-born US billionaire George Soros to quit the country, was in
breach of EU law”.17 Hungary’ s legislation in 2017, put the Budapest-based Central European
University (CEU)18, under pressure in what became one of PM Orban's battles with the EU.
The strict monitoring system was established for EU member states, which will be watched annually by
the European Commission. In its first report published on 30 th September 2020, EC notified the situation
in four fields of the rule of law in each member states: functioning of judiciary, corruption, freedom of
media, and pluralism in the society.19

11

The Secretariat of the Council of EU: ”Working Document”; Draft General Position fr Negotiation
with the Republic of North Macedonia/Republic of Albania(revised text), Brussels 23 September 2020,
WK 9995/2020 INIT; related to Working Paper of September 2020, WK 8913/2020/INIT), page 2
12
“Rule of Law: Blueprint for Action”, European Commission, Brussels 17.07.2019, COM(2019)343
final
13
The Treaty of the European Union, (Article 2)
14
“Rule of Law: Blueprint for Action”, European Commission, Brussels 17.07.2019, COM(2019)343
final, p.2, which is in line with the (article 19) of Treaty of The European Union
15
Ibid, p.2
16
Ibid, p.13
17
www.euobserver.com 07.10.2020, 07:05
18
CEU, was established in 1991 by George Soros, as a part of its “Open Society”
19
This first report was presented by EU Commissioner Vera Jourova on 30 September 2020; see:
“Koha”, 03.10.2020, p.9
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This report on the rule of law in the 27 states, analyzed each country’s judicial system, anti-corruption
framework and level of media freedom. As usual, Poland and Hungary were singled out for violating EU
norms, but Warsaw and Budapest objected to the report’s conclusions. Some in the bloc want to use the
report to penalize noncompliant countries by restricting the flow of EU funds that come their way. 20
Five categories of member states could be categorized based on in this first rule of law report of the
European Commission: Bulgaria, (with “weak results in judiciary”); Hungary and Poland, (as “absolutist
governance”); Croatia, Malta and Romania (with “hard fight for progress”); Spain, Italy and Greece (as
“southern challenges); and others (Denmark, Luxembourg)21.
If this strict monitoring system in the field of rule of law will watch EU member states, what to expect
for countries of the Western Balkans? After cases of Hungary and Poland, future enlargement will be
double watched. In the Western Balkans will be strict but fair; less geopolitical and more technical, based
on European common values, rather than on security reasons.
The process will be also more politically credible and more measured. Likely, will become more rigid,
but in the same time will keep candidates countries wake up in each phase. Although its look that will be
more technical, inclusion of the Council from the start will give to the process more political weight
within new methodology. Putting the rule of law as a key watching parameter for monitoring of EU
member states will be additional pressure for candidate countries that without closing first negotiation
chapters 23 and 24, no progress would be noted in the negotiations process. But it not means that the
region will be out of Brussels radar, because according to Várhelyi: “the Western Balkans, is at the heart
of Europe, and we are working on bringing the region much closer, much faster to the EU. This
Commission has a full engagement and made this a priority number one.” (Varhelyi, 2020, 2)

North Macedonia and Albania: first countries to negotiate under new EU
methodology
The Republic of North Macedonia and the Republic of Albania are waiting to start their integration path
based on that traditional EU accession methodology. During 2019 they did “pre-screening”22, and had
expected to continue their accession negotiations under previous- chapter based EU methodology. But
after adoption of “new methodology”, both countries are the first which expecting to start negotiations
based on a new EU enlargement model. Following positive assessment of EC, on 25 March 2020, EU
Council, as the EU highest decision-making institution decided to open accession negotiation with the
Republic of North Macedonia and the Republic of Albania.23
After decision of the beginning of this year for opening accession negotiation with these two countries, it
is expected that till the end of this year the first inter-governmental conference will be convoked by mid
December of this year.
Till beginning of October no negotiation framework was adopted by EU member states, but a draftnegotiation framework circulated among member states in which clearly was said that new methodology
requested: predictability, credibility, more dynamic and stronger political steering based on objective
criteria and positive and negative conditionality and reversibility”. 24 Likely by 10 November 2020
Council of EU should decide if the first inter-governmental conference for them will be convoked till the
20

That may prove difficult. In July, the European Council – in violation of several EU principles –
agreed upon a Covid-19 recovery fund of some 750 billion Euros and a budget for the coming three years
of 2 trillion Euros. To obtain the consent necessary for the plan, the EU will need to reassure Hungary
and Poland that their allocation will not be cute; see more: Geopolitical Intelligence Service, 40?2020, 613 October 2020, p.1
21
According to “Politico”, 01.10.2020; see also: ”Нова Македонија“, 03-03.10.2020, p.3
22
“Explanatory meeting on the Acquis with Albania and North Macedonia”, DG NEAR, Brussels,
26.09.2019
23
European Commission-Press Release: “Commission welcomes the green light to opening of accession
talks with Albania and North Macedonia”, (Brussels, 25 March 2020, p.1)
24
The Secretariat of the Council of EU: ”Working Document”; Draft General Position fr Negotiation
with the Republic of North Macedonia/Republic of Albania(revised text), Brussels 23 September 2020,
WK 9995/2020 INIT; related to Working Paper of September 2020, WK 8913/2020/INIT), page 2
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end of the year.
If so, that starting conference with these two countries would be in December, during the German
Presidency; and most likely they would start accession negotiation in the beginning of 2022 during the
French Presidency. Inter-Governmental Conference during actual German Presidency is very important,
because less likely those two next EU presidencies in 2021: Slovenia and Portugal would have such
German political weight.
In order to convoke EU inter-governmental conference, by mid December, member states should agree
on negotiation framework, which till mid October did not happen. Then, after inter-governmental
conference, both countries should start bilateral screening, than get positive progress report by European
Commission, which should be approved by all member states, and likely after a year and half they could
open first cluster in which chapters: 23 and 24 remains most important.
When open negotiations for membership in the EU, North Macedonia and Albania will be the first
countries which will negotiate not based on 35 chapters, (as it was till now) but based on 7 clusters, in a
never ending marathon of reversible negotiations, which means: once closed clusters, could be open
again.
Both countries have to deliver fulfillment of two main vertical and horizontal conditions. The first,
vertical condition is its internal reform in each country, mainly rule of law; and horizontal condition is
good neighbor relations.
As far as the first-Judiciary reform- remains the key of EU concerns for Albania, and it is also top
priority in the first 100 days of the Government of the North Macedonia. But, how to deliver within only
few months such results in these fields if judiciary still remains the weakest pillar?
In Albania, for three years Constitutional Court is not functioning and the Higher Court is not completed
for a years. In North Macedonia, the lowest trust of the citizens exists to judiciary, in particular after big
scandals like corruption in Special Prosecutors Office. According to recent survey,”4 out of 5 citizens
thought that judges and prosecutors are most corrupted”25.
If rule of law since 2019 become key monitored field at EU towards its member states, what to expect
from Brussels towards candidate countries?
In the beginning of 2020, The European Commission in the update reports for North Macedonia and
Albania noted the short comes in the rule of law. In the:”Update on the Republic of North Macedonia”,
EC noted that the country should be focused in the areas identified in the Council Conclusion as follows:
“judicial reform and proactive investigations and final convictions in corruption and organized crime
cases, including high level”.26 As far as Albania, EC recalled Council Conclusion as the need for:
“further advancing the process of re-evaluating judges and prosecutors in particular completing all
priorities dossiers”. 27
Similar concerns for both countries were repeated also in annual progress reports of the European
Commission on 6th October 202028, where for North Macedonia, the report noted “moderate progress in
public administration reform”, “some level of preparation in judicial system”29, but corruption remains
widespread.30 For Albania, European Commission noted “intense polarization of political envoirment”,
and the need for: “a number of issues to be addressed prior to the first Inter-Governmental Conference”31,
in particular “some level of preparation in judiciary system and in fight against corruption”. 32

25

Survey of MCIC, Skopje September 2020; based on “Koha”, 26.09.2020, p.5
European Commission, Brussels 02.03.3030 SWD(2020) 47 final: “Commission Staff Working
Document: Update of the Republic of North Macedonia”, p.1
27
European Commission, Brussels 2.3.3030 SWD(2020) 46 final: “Commission Staff Working
Document: Update of the Republic of Albania”, p.2
28
European Commission: “Communication on EU enlargement policy and the 2020 enlargement
package”, Brussels 06.10.2020) p.1; European Commission, “North Macedonia Report”, SWD
(2020)351, Final, Brussels 06.10.2020, p. 5; European Commission, “Albania Report” SWD(2020) 354
Final, Brussels 06.10.2020, pp. 3-5
29
European Commission, “North Macedonia Report”, SWD (2020)351, Final, Brussels 06.10.2020, p. 5
30
Ibid; see also: “Слободен Печат“, 07.1.2020, p.3
31
European Commission, “Albania Report” SWD(2020) 354 Final, Brussels 06.10.2020, pp. 3-5
32
Ibid, p.5
26
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The first chapters of the first cluster will be: 23 and 24, which includes: judiciary, human rights, security,
corruption, organized crime. As the hardest chapters, they will be the first to be open, but the last which
will be closed.
But inter-governmental conference, planed for December is pending due to possible veto of Bulgaria
against Macedonia (for the language and history), and of Greece against Albania (for sea border).
Member states are reviewing: “General EU Position for Negotiation with Republic of North
Macedonia/Albania” of Council of EU, which was sent on 7 September to member states for
comments.33 Responding to that document, Bulgaria by its comments raised the need for
“implementation of bilateral agreement of Bulgaria with the Republic of North Macedonia”.34
Likely, negotiation framework will be delivered on 10 th November at the meeting of General Affairs
Council.35
1.1.

Identity disputes: Bulgaria vs. North Macedonia

As regards to North Macedonia, Bulgaria openly repeated36, that will veto against EU inter-governmental
conference for North Macedonia, if the country does not respect, bilateral agreement for cooperation and
friendship between North Macedonia and Bulgaria of 201737.
After these serious warnings, in the beginning of August 2020, Bulgaria sent to all EU member states:
“Explanatory Memorandum”38, asking that bilateral treaty on cooperation and good neighbor relations
between Bulgaria and North Macedonia should be part of EU negotiation framework, and part of
accession negotiations chapter 35.39
By this Memorandum, Bulgaria expressed key concerns towards North Macedonia: its history and its
language. Although Germany, which leads EU presidency reacted those “bilateral relations could not be
part of EU negotiation framework”40, Bulgaria insist that without resolving that bilateral issues, North
Macedonia could not start accession negotiations. Bulgarian Parliament adopted a resolution by which
requested from the Republic of North Macedonia, change of its history and its language 41. It raise
negative attitude of citizens of North Macedonia against Bulgaria. In a survey, 42% of the citizens
declared negative towards Bulgaria, 23% of them had positive position, and only 1% considered Bulgaria
as friendly country.42

33

The Secretariat of the Council of EU: ”Working Document”; Draft General Position for Negotiation
with the Republic of North Macedonia/Republic of Albania, Brussels, 7 September 2020, Working
Paper, WK 8913/2020/INIT
34
The Secretariat of the Council of EU: ”Working Document”; Draft General Position fr Negotiation
with the Republic of North Macedonia/Republic of Albania(revised text), Brussels 23 September 2020,
WK 9995/2020 INIT; related to Working Paper of September 2020, WK 8913/2020/INIT)
35
Interview of PM of the Republic of North Macedonia Zoran Zaev, “Koha”, 03.10.2020, p.6
36

The statement of Deputy PM and Minister of Defense of Bulgaria Karakashanov, than of Bulgarian member of
European Parliament Kovachev, August 2020
37

“Treaty of friendship, good neighborliness an cooperation”, signed on 1st August 2017 and came in
force on 14 February 2018
38
“Explanatory Memorandum on the Republic of Bulgaria with the Republic of North Macedonia in the
context of EU enlargement and Association and Stabilization Process”
39
“Слoбоден Печат”, 18.09.2020, pp.4-5; “Koha”, 19.09.2020, p.3
40
Interview of German Ambassador in Skopje, Holshtajn given to Radio Free Europe, 18.09.2020; see
also “Koha”, 19.09.2020, p.3
41
By this resolution: “Cyril and Methodius were not creator of Slavic alphabet, but of Bulgarian
alphabet”, as a first step for recognizing at EU of Cyrillic alphabet as Bulgarian alphabet. In the voting
for the first reading in the Bulgarian Parliament on 29 September 2020, 73 members voted for, 4 against
and 34 abstained. See more: ”Слободен Печат“, 05.10.2020, p.2
42
“Institute Prespa”, did survey of public opinion in North Macedonia between 4- 26 June 2020, and its
results presented at TV AlsatM, 02.10.2020, 22:00.
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Governmental position of Bulgaria was that: “Bulgaria, have nothing to change in its politics; it will not
vote for intergovernmental conference, due to official position of Bulgarian Government. 43 German
Presidency tried to convince Bulgaria to “not put new criteria’s or North Macedonia” 44, and Macedonian
side showed that they “are ready for compromise”45.
The European Commission in its annual progress report of 6 th October 2020 for the Republic of North
Macedonia as far as good neighbor relations, EC noted: “the importance of continuation of the
implementation of bilateral agreement with Greece and Bulgaria” 46.
After resolving long 22 years disputes with Greece about constitutional name of the country, now North
Macedonia is facing with new blockade from Bulgaria about its language. The main agreement on “name
issue” of 2017 was ratified by both Parliaments, but three other memorandums of North Macedonia with
Greece, till end of September 2020 were not ratified; one of them of the great importance for EU
integration: “The Memorandum for speeding the process of the integration of North Macedonia in EU”.47
Although a candidate state, since 2005, North Macedonia is hoping that after 15 years long waiting, the
country will start accession negotiations with EU.
1.2.

Sea border disputes: Greece vs. Albania

Albania is faced with two issues, which could delay its start of accession negotiations with EU. The first,
are internal conditions which includes electoral and justice reform and rule of law. In particular, not
functioning of the Constitutional Court almost three years and not completed of empty positions in the
Higher Court. The second issue is a decade of un-resolved “sea border issue” with Greece, which also
would threaten with veto, as Bulgaria towards North Macedonia.
For the first: reform issues, insisted Germany, requesting since the last year fulfillment of 15 conditions
in above mentioned fields.48 Ahead of parliamentary elections of next April, less likely that actual
government - till mid December- would deliver request internal reforms.
As far as the second- external issue it seem is even harder because involve not just bilateral relations with
Greece, but a broader geopolitical context of East Mediterranean tensions development. Two NATO
members: Turkey and Greece this summer were almost in war over sovereignty of some islands, in the
zone with reserve of natural gas. Same with two NATO members: Albania and Greece, who are formally
still “in war”49, who are disputing sovereignty over some islands in Jon Sea with reserve of natural gas,
where Greece is planning to establish its EEZ. (Reka, 2014, 2)
Some authors, though that this region is part of broader geopolitical change where instead of the Western
Balkans, “Adriatic Pennisula” as a part of Mediterranean will get more a strategic importance. (Korski,
D, 2008, 2)
In August Greek PM Mitsotakis declared that: “Greece will lay its west territorial waters from 6-12
miles”, by which confirmed previous statement of its MFA Dendias that Greece is decisive to close sea
agreement with Albania.50 It provoked popular reactions in the Albania, because “Sea Pact” was
abrogated in 2009, as un-constitutional by the decision of Constitutional Court of Albania (Reka, 2016,
3). Civil society organizations asked from the Government and the President to not re-discuss it, even

43

Deputy PM of Bulgaria Krasimir Karakachanov “Слободен Печат”, 24.09.2020, p.3; 26-27.09.2020,
p.2).
44
German Foreign Hajko Mas, (“Koha”, 03.10.2020, p.3); German Minister for EU Michael Roth,
(“Слoбоден Печат”, 18.09.2020, pp.4-5; “Koha”, 19.09.2020, p.3)
45
President Stevo Pendarovski and PM Zaev declared that for: “Слободен Печат”, 26-27.09.2020, p.2;
In order to overcome the last obstacle, the Prime Minister of North Macedonia Zoran Zaev, announced
meeting with Bulgarian PM Borisov on 10 November 2020, as the final attempt to convince Bulgaria.
(“Слободен Печат”, 24.09.2020, p.3; “Koha”, 26.0.2020, p.2).
46
European Commission, “North Macedonia Report”, SWD (2020)351, Final, Brussels 06.10.2020, p. 6
47
“Koha”, 26.09.2020, p.4
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Interview of Martin Henze, memebr of Economic Councl of CDU, “Koha jone”, 19.08.2020, p.6-7
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calling of the referendum in the country in order to reject once closed issue with Greece. 51
In mid September, Albanian PM Rama met Turkey President Erdogan, one day before his meeting with
Greek PM Micotakis which was not well accepted by Athens. It provoked public polemic between
Albanian PM Rama and former Greek MFA Bakojani on this issue in the conference of “Economist”. 52
Bakojani was Minister of Foreign Affairs of Greece, who signed on 2009 bilateral treaty with Albania on
sea border line, which was later declared un-constitutional by Constitutional Court of Albania (Reka,
2014, 3).
Although PM Rama declared in a Greek television that he “is proud to have friend President Erdogan”,
he also announced to receive MFA and PM of Greece, in the next months for discussing this issue. 53 So,
if no result of internal reforms and no closure of sea border issue with Greece, likely it would be obstacle
for opening the first inter-governmental conference with EU.
The European Commission in its annual progress report for Albania clearly noted that:” good neighborly
relations and regional cooperation remains “essential part of the country progress, addressing bilateral
issues” where “progress on outstanding bilateral issues those with Greece has been however been
limited”.54

What next?
Till the beginning of October, EU negotiation framework for both countries was not delivered, as
procedural preconditions for the convocation of inter-governmental conference. Member states were
reviewing: “General EU Position for Negotiation with Republic of North Macedonia/Albania” of Council
of EU sent on 7 September to member states for comments. Bulgaria raised the need for “implementation
of bilateral agreement of Bulgaria with the Republic of North Macedonia”.55 That draft- negotiation
framework circulated among member states in which clearly were said that new methodology requested:
“predictability, credibility, more dynamic and stronger political steering based on objective criteria and
positive and negative conditionality and reversibility”.56
The European Commission in its annual “Enlargement Package”, noted that: “in the case of Albania and
North Macedonia commission looks forward to the first Inter-Governmental Conference to be convoked
as soon as possible after adoption of negotiation framework by the Council” 57. As was noted in
“Enlargement Package”, in the case of Albania and North Macedonia commission looks forward to “the
first Inter-Governmental Conference to be convoked as soon as possible, after adoption of negotiation
framework by the Council”58.
Likely, negotiation framework will be delivered on 10 th November at the meeting of General Affairs
Council.59
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European Commission, “Albania Report” SWD(2020) 354 Final, Brussels 06.10.2020, pp. 59-62
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The Secretariat of the Council of EU:”Working Document”; Draft General Position for Negotiation
with the Republic of North Macedonia/Republic of Albania(revised text), Brussels 23 September 2020,
WK 9995/2020 INIT; related to Working Paper of 7 September 2020, WK 8913/2020/INIT
56
The Secretariat of the Council of EU:”Working Document”; Draft General Position for Negotiation
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EU High representative for CFSP Joseph Borrel declared that “The Western Balkans belongs to EU”60,
but many un-responded questions remain. Does EU will convoke inter-governmental conference this
December? When most likely these two counties will open officially accession negotiations and finally
when these two countries will be new EU members?
Each from above mention questions include separate scenario, but waiting or another decade is risky
approach, because, geopolitical position if EU is depending from Balkans stability 61, and if EU will not
accept Balkans in its membership than the region would turn towards Russia and China.
To avoid such negative scenario EU commissioner Várhelyi suggested that “the transformative reforms
of the Western Balkan countries need to be supported by solid and accelerated economic growth and
developing functioning market economies, which will help to speed up reforms and their delivery”.62 In
this direction, The President of European Commission Ursula von der Leyen announced 9 billion EURO
for regional development of the Western Balkans, mostly for infrastructural projects connecting the
countries of the region63, and on 6th October were announced additional 20 billion EURO investments for
the region64.
Letting the Western Balkans out of EU will be risky strategy with un-predictable outcomes for European
stability.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

New EU methodology will challenge future accession negotiation process of the countries of the
Western Balkans; in particular North Macedonia and Albania which are the first who is
expected to start negotiation process within this enlargement context. Beside vertical criteria’s
of internal reform, their integration path will depend also by external-horizontal condition of
good neighbor relations.
2. Only two powerful EU Presidencies: Germany (2020) and France (2022), could push forward
the process which under new methodology will be harder and longer; conditional and reversible.
German Presidency with EU, having great political weight should insist for the first intergovernmental conference of EU with both countries in December 2020, although not all
member states are convinced.
3. If Bulgaria and Greece will retiried from veto, North Macedonia and Albania will get green
light for bilateral screening this December. Then it will took at least 18 months hard work of all
institutions to convince Brussels that country would be ready to open first chapters in the
beginning of 2022 during the French Presidency.
4. If both countries start accession negotiation on 2022/2023, they would not close them before 7-8
years, which means no any of them would be a new EU member before 2030.
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Abstract:The main purpose of this paper is to provide a an all-embracing approach with respect to the
style and method of translation between English and Albanian version of George Orwell’s masterpiece
“1984”. Among others, it is worth pointing out that the underlying peculiarity of translating literary or socalled non-fiction texts is that of explaining the cultural context, translator foreword may be at a high
degree permissible. Consequently it leads to a close relation author-translator-reader relationship. The
style is of “1984”, is at a large extent an emotional one. The style primarily reflects on the gist of this
masterpiece and strives to mirror the old British class system. Indeed it this style is associated by an
oppressive language which evokes a sense of misery, lack of freedom of speech and evil-minded and
suppressive attitude of white-collars of totalitarian regimes. Due to the fact, there has been mainly applied
a literary method of translation, which varies from one word to one word, clause to clause and sentence
to sentence. Apart from that, the style and piercing criticism have paved the path for a wide usage of
metaphors, which also poses a challenge for finding the appropriate and accurate equivalents from SL to
TL. In this regard it’s worth analyzing the combination of both literal, word-for-word translation and free
translation which both have in common the unconditioned probability lexical equivalent for each lexical
item. Whereas, the underlying feature of free-translation is lexical adaption to “idiomatic” expressions
and
figures
of
speech
as
a
whole.
Key words: methods of translation, style, word-for-word translation, literal translation, lexical
equivalence

Introduction
George Orwell’s style in “1984”, aims to mirror and come up to a piercing criticism towards the so-called
“demoniac reality” of totalitarian regimes, immorality and treachery. Nonetheless, one of the protagonists
in his masterpiece Winston incarnates the image of an official who has an ever-lasting desire to be
“worshipped”. Throughout his masterpiece there is continually evoked a sense of “fatalism”.
Consequently, the gloomy and dark reality of fatalism is consistently described by such adjectives such
as urgent, haunting, terrifying and brilliant which assume the “omnipotent power” of regime. Winston
represents the full degrading of human integrity. The party has been in a lucid and straightforward manner
described as a devouring monster. In this regard, it also implies a political dimension by using “rats” as
the torturers of Winston and the system which sought to endorse them, poses a threat to human beings
which resemble to beetles, rodents and vermin. Bloom’s (49:2007).
Despite the fact, people of Oceania, are portrayed as vigilant, evil-minded and being enclosed in an
impenetrable shell. In its essence, “1984” is a parody of a totalitarian mentality and at the meantime a
warning for mystical adoration of “sacred” leader and fanatical hatred enemy of the “satanic” enemy.
Indeed, the masterpiece would have been bare of artistic if there weren’t protagonists who commit sex as
an act of political defiance, who drink coffee, buy antiques and build a human micro-cosmos, that we then
see destroyed. Bloom’s (86:2007).
Indeed, the style heavily relies on the choice regarding manner rather than matter of expression rather
than content and this kind of division is implied in the common definition of style as way of writing and
mode of expression. In fact this approach may be considered dualist, because it is mainly elaborates the
form and meaning. Leech (13:2007). As a result, in “1984” there have been interwoven to each other
literary, word for word translation and free translation, aiming to carry out a total translation. Generally
speaking, translation has been consistently defined with reference to meaning, translation is said to have
the same meaning as original. Meaning is commonly considered as one the key traits of a language and as
matter of a fact SL text has an SL meaning and TL text has a TL meaning. Despite the fact, meaning is a
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total network of relations entered into by any linguistic form text, item-in-text, structure, element of
structure, class, term of system etc. Catford (35: 1965).
Meanwhile, Catford also distinguishes formal relations and contextual relations. By formal relations are
implied the relations between one formal item and others in the same language. In addition, there has been
also drawn a distinction amidst between grammar and lexis. In this context, in grammar this may be a
relation between units of different rank in grammatical hierarchy, the relations between terms in a system,
the relations among an element of structure at a higher rank, co-textual relations between grammatical
classes or items in a text etc. Whereas, considering the lexis there are formal relations between one lexical
item and others at the same lexical set and formal co-textual relations between lexical items in the text.
By contextual relations implied the relationship between grammatical and lexical items to linguistically
relevant elements in situations in which the items operate in texts. Catford (36:1965).
Due to the fact that Orwell’s 1984 is at a high degree comprised of connotative meanings it is worth
pointing out three main factors, which Nida refers to them as three principal sources a) the speaker
associated with the word, b) the practical circumstances in which the word is used c) the linguist setting
characteristic
of
the
word.

A comparison between English SL (source language) and Albanian TL
(target language) versions
English version, Orwell 1984 (3:2000). It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking
thirteen. Winston Smith, his chin nuzzled into his breast in an effort to escape the vile wind, slipped quickly
through the glass doors of Victory Mansions, though not quickly enough to prevent a swirl of gritty dust
from entering along with him.
Albanian version Orwell 1984 (25:2005). Ishte një ditë e ftohtë dhe e shndritshme prilli, orët e qytetit ranë
trembëdhjetë herë. Në mjekrën e zhytur në gjoks, në përpjekje për t’iu shmangur erës, Uinston Smithi
nxitoi mes dyerve të xhamta për të Bllokut të Fitores, megjithëse jo aq shpejt sa të ndalte pluhurin prej
rëre që hyri brenda bashkë me të.
Indeed, it is almost far-fetched to attain a total equivalence between languages, owing to the fact that are
quite different from each other and as a consequence are comprised of a wide variety of codes and rules
which are indispensable to regulate the construction of grammatical structures of a language. In the course
of history, translators have been frequently accused of reproducing only a part of original and this has
been merely perceived as a “betraying” of author’s intentions. Therefore it’s worth recalling the Italian
proverb traduttore, traditore. Generally speaking, translators are commonly faced with dilemma’s and at
the meantime have continually sought for “formal equivalents” which tend to preserve the context-free
semantic sense of the text of its context-sensitive communicative value of the text or find “functional
equivalents” which preserve the context-sensitive communicative value of the text. Roger (6: 1991).
In addition, there have been suggested numerous meanings for the word translation. Therefore, Roger
distinguishes three meanings for the word translation such as follows: a) translating: the process (to
translate the activity rather than the tangible object b) a translation: the product of process of translating
(i.e translated text), c) translation, the abstract concept which encompasses both the processes of
translating and the product that the process has. Roger (13:1991).
Thus, Nida attempts to draw a distinction between “dynamic equivalence” and “formal equivalence”. He
argues that in terms of receptors rather than in terms of their respective forms it is worth focusing on the
intelligibility of translation. Obviously, intelligibility doesn’t necessarily refers to the extent how
understandable are the words and the varying degree of comprehensibility of grammatical constructions.
“Dynamic equivalence” is mainly defined in terms of the degree to which receptors of the message in the
receptor language respond to it in substantially the same manner as the receptors in the source language.
Nida (24:1969). However, this response may fail to be identical due to fact that cultural
and historical settings may distinguish from each other. In cases when a translation lacks a high degree
of equivalence this leads to vagueness and fail to meet its purpose. Nida (22-24:1969).
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Synonyms for adjective bright: bright, brilliant, radiant, luminous, lustrous, effulgent, refulgent, beaming,
lambent, lucent, incandescent. It mainly refers to things which vary in degree which they shed light or are
pervaded by light according to circumstances. Meanwhile, when it in reference to fire burning material
such as (coals), it suggests a good draft of flames; when it is used in reference to a day it implies lack of
clouds, fog or smoke, or other obstacles to passage of sunlight. Some other examples may be: a bright
star, a bright sword, bright eyes, a bright color. Webster’s (115:1968). A bright color is strong, intense,
and noticeable, and not dark. Example: Her eyes were bright blue. It is also used of colored things,
Example: Bright birds flash through the air. Cobuild Collins (171:1987). Apart from that, in certain
contexts it also renders the meaning glistening or shiny when used to describe a certain phenomena.
Synonyms for Albanian lexical equivalent of bright, i/e shndritshëm: i shkëlqyer, i praruar, vezullues,
shndritës, kristal, i kristaltë, si rrezja e diellit, i shquar. Tupe (543:2007). In addition, it’s worth noting
that in various contexts, adjective bright also renders some other meanings such as: mendjemprehtë,
mendjehollë, i zgjuar, i gjallë, i gëzuar. Stefanllari (53:2003).
While analyzing the word nuzzle, translator has strived to somehow denote as combinations of qualities
or combinations of actions which comprise a lexical gap in the target language. Newmark (117:1988).
Apparently, if you nuzzle someone or something, you gently rub your nose and mouth against them,
especially to show affection: Examples: 'Ellen, ' he said, nuzzling her neck, I could see the horse nuzzling
at Ned's coat. She nuzzled closer and her hair tickled his chin. Collins Cobuild (988:1987). The verb
nuzzle
in Albanian language renders a wide range of meanings and lexical equivalents such as: nuhat, (qeni),
rrëmon me hundë (derri), prek, shtyn me (hundë). Stefanallari (268:2003). Despite, it also bears numerous
synonyms in Albanian language such as: fundos, gropos, vithis, kredh, ndrys, rras, zhulas, fus (ne gjendje
të vështirë), ngjyej lyej (penën), njom. Tupe (697:2007).
The vast majority of dictionaries have the tendency to enumerate the so-called “wide semantic range”.
Therefore, the adjective vile is comprised of a wide variety of meanings. If you say that someone or
something is vile, you are emphasizing how unpleasant they are and how much you dislike them.
Examples: England's vile weather, you are saying that, they are so disgusting that people are likely to be
shocked or horrified by them. 'You're vile!' she shouted her vile language, o vilely. Her situation was
vilely exploited by the other two. Collins Cobuild (1625:1987).
Synonyms for the adjective vile are as follows: base, low, a depraved, corrupted, perverted, debased,
debauched, coarse, vulgar, obscene, gross, foul, filthy, nasty, dirty, mean, abject, sordid, offensive,
repulsive, revolting, loathsome. Webster’s (861:1968). In Albanian language the adjective vile renders
numerous meanings and it is worth underpinning a broad scope of lexical equivalents such as: i turpshëm,
i urryer, i përbuzur, a vile language: fjalë të turpshme, vile weather: kohë e keqe, i poshtër, i ulët.
Stefanllari (433:2003). Besides that, according to the context which is used, it also bears similar meanings
such as: i përçmueshëm, i shpërfillshëm, i nënvlerësueshëm, i urryer, i urrejtshëm. Tupe (387:2007).
However, it is worth noting that the vast majority of above-mentioned synonyms may be “logically
obscure” as Newmark puts it, or at a high degree unrelated to any corresponding words in other
languages. Apart from that, he also argues that SL word shares a common component with a non cognate
TL word whereas the sense of TL’s cognate word may provide distinctive component. Newmark
(118:1988).
English version Orwell (2:2000).The Ministry of Truth Mini-true, in Newspeak was startlingly different
from any other object in sight. It was an enormous pyramidal structure of glittering white concrete,
soaring up, terrace after terrace, 300 meters into the air. From where Winston stood it was just possible
to read.
Albanian version Orwell (27:2005). Ministria e së vërtetës, Minivër në Gjuhën e Re, ishte krejt ndryshe
nga çdo objekt që të kapte syri. Një strukturë piramidale prej betonI xixëllues që ngrihej, kat pas kati, 300
metra në ajër. Tre slloganet e Partisë, shkruar me shkronja elegante në fasadën e saj të bardhë, lexoheshin
qartë që prej ku ndodhej Uinstoni.
Within the framework of attaining the lexical equivalent, it is essential to preliminarily carry out a fully
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fledged analysis of the adjective glittering. In English language, it renders numerous synonyms such as:
sparkle, flash, gleam, glance, glint, scintillate, coruscate and twinkle. Webster’s (376:1984). In this
context, it is also rudimentarily perceived as a verb glitter: xixellon, vezullon and noun: xixëllim,
vezullim. Stefanllari (171:2003). The verb sour renders a wide variety of synonyms in English language,
respectively: rise, arise, ascend, mount, tower, levitate, surge etc. Whereas, Albanian equivalents are
ngre, ngjis, lartësoj, hipi, lartoj, curroj, çipëroj (veshët), heq, drejtoj lart, (vendos në këmbë) etc. Tupe
(327:2007).
Anyway, the adjective enormous encompasses a wide selection of synonyms such as; vast, immense,
colossal, titanic and equivalents in TL target language are i pamasë, i panumërt, i pafund, i pakufijshëm,
i pamatshëm, i pallogaritshëm. As a result, it’s worth emphasizing that this variety gives translator the
opportunity for a numerous choices. Tupe (360:2007).

Lexical Equivalence and meaning
Nevertheless, opting for a subtle componential analysis of translation, it is indispensable to put a
particular emphasis on translating “cultural words”, “transference” and “functional equivalents”. In this
point of view, it’s worth noting that primarily rely on the type of text, the target reader who may at a
large extent overlook the common features of text-type and importance of cultural word in text.
Newmark (119:1988).
Furthermore, Cruse distinguishes four main types of meanings: propositional meaning, expressive,
meaning, presupposed meaning and evoked meaning. A) The propositional meaning of a word or
utterance aims to provide a description of real or imaginary world, as it is perceived by speaker. b)
expressive meaning is primarily concerned with speakers feelings or attitude, rather than words or
utterances it refers to. Therefore this is not true only for utterances pertaining to the same language but
also words which is being referred to as synonyms or near-synonyms from different languages, c)
presupposed meaning comes as a result of co-occurrence of restrictions which are further sub categorized
in selection restrictions and collocation restrictions d) evoked meaning concerns dialect and register
variation and it is categorized based on geographical, (Scottish, American, English dialect which oppose
each other such as lift or elevator), temporal, (word structures which are commonly used by at a high
degree by the members of a certain community or at different historical periods such as verily or really).
Baker (12-15: 1992). In this respect, Jakobson assumes that equivalence shall be classified in three main
types respectively, inter-semiotic equivalence, (equivalence between sign systems), inter
lingual (equivalence between two languages), and intra-lingual, (equivalence within one language;
paraphrasing or rewriting the same content). The second type, intra-lingual, is one where translation
equivalence is classified in. Jakobson (1959). Based on this classification, translation from SL to TL which
implies at a high degree intra-lingual equivalence.
Orwell 1984, SL source language English (136:2000). At each stage of his imprisonment he had known,
or seemed to know, whereabouts he was in the windowless building. Possibly there were slight differences
in the air pressure. The cells where the guards had beaten him were below ground level. The room where
he had been interrogated by O'Brien was high up near the roof. This place was many meters underground,
as deep down as it was possible to go.
Orwell 1984, TL target language Albanian (284:2005). Në çdo fazë të burgimit e kishte ditur, ose dukej
sikur e kishte ditur, që kishtë qenë vetëm në qeli pa dritare. Ndoshta ndryshimi midis tyre qëndronte në
presionin e ajrit. Qelitë ku ishte rrahur nga gardianët kishin qenë pak sipër tokës. Dhoma ku e morri në
pyetje O’Brajëni kishte qenë lart, diku afër çatisë. Vendi ku ndodhej së fundmi ishte shumë metra nën
dhe, më poshtë nuk shkohej. In Albanian version translator has strived to convey propositional meaning,
by providing a description of the real world as it has been perceived by the speaker in TL.
Orwell 1984, SL source language English (137:2000). O'Brien picked up the cage and brought it across
to the nearer table. He set it down carefully on the baize cloth. Winston could hear the blood singing in
his ears. He had the feeling of sitting in utter loneliness. He was in the middle of a great empty plain, a
flat desert drenched with sunlight, across which all sounds came to him out of immense distances. Yet the
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cage with the rats was not two meters away from him. They were enormous rats. They were at the age
when a rat's muzzle grows blunt and fierce and his fur brown instead of grey.
Orwell 1984 TL target language Albanian. (286:2005). O’Brajëni e solli kafazin tek tavolina më e afërt.
E vendosi me kujdes sipër kadifesë. Uinstonit iu drodhën zorrët e barkut. Kishtë ndjesinë se ishte tërësisht
vetëm. Sikur ishte në mes të një shkretëtire pafund, të sheshtë, bosh, përmbytur me diell dhe plot tinguj që
vinin nga largësi të pamata. Ndërkohë që kafazi me minj ishte veç dy metra larg tij. Minj të
stërmëdhenj. Ata ishin në moshën kur turiri bëhet më i fortë ndërsa qimja merr ngjyrën kafe në vend të
ngjyrës gri. Contrary to the aforementioned paragraph, translator has succeeded to underpin the
expressive meaning with regard to speaker’s feelings and attitude in TL target language.
Meanwhile, problems at a large extent arise when it is raised the question of meaning and translation,
primarily concerned with idioms, puns and culture bound words. Consequently, translation implies more
than replacement of lexical and grammatical items between languages, but the emphasis is mainly
focused on translation of idioms and metaphors. Bassnett (34:1980). Meanwhile, Popovič distinguishes
four types of equivalence: a) linguistic equivalence, where there is homogeneity on the linguistic level of
both SL and TL texts, i.e. word for word translation. b) paradigmatic equivalence occurs when there is
equivalence of ‘the elements of a paradigmatic expressive axis’, i.e. elements of grammar, which Popovič
sees as being a higher category than lexical equivalence, c) stylistic (translational) equivalence occurs
when there is ‘functional equivalence’ of elements in both original and translation aiming at an expressive
identity with an invariant of identical meaning’, d) textual (syntagmatic) equivalence of the syntagmatic
structuring of a text, i.e. equivalence of form and shape.
Moreover, Eco argues that “equivalence in meaning” shouldn’t be considered as a criterion for an precise
and accurate translation, owing to the fact that to define the still undefined notion of translation one would
have to employ a notion as obscure as equivalence of meaning and many people try to reason out that
“meaning” is the one which remains unchanged in the “process of translation”. In this respect it is totally
unacceptable to embrace the “naive idea” that “equivalence in meaning” is merely provided by synonymy,
since it is already commonly agreed that there are no complete synonyms in language. Eco (9:2001). In
addition, Benjamin (1923) claimed that translation comprises a pure language, “a Reine Sprache”,
because translated text can never reproduce the meaning of the original, it plainly “evoked the sense” on
the feeling that all languages somehow converge. In this regard, the vast majority of languages chiefly
intend the same thing, which at a large extent it is not accessible to any one of them except the totality of
their mutually complementary intentions. He assumes that: ‘If there is a language of truth, in which the
final secrets that draw the effort of all thinking are held in silent repose, then this language of truth is true
language. Eco (10:2001).
Methods of Translation in Orwell 1984 English SL (source language) and Albanian TL (target
language) Literal translation
This type of translation aims to convey the nearest SL grammatical constructions to TL equivalents and
lexical words aren’t merely translated out of context. This method has been widely employed by translator
as in the following paragraphs:
English SL source language, Orwell (48:2000). It was the middle of the morning, and Winston had left
the cubicle to go to the lavatory. A solitary figure was coming towards him from the other end of the
long, brightly−lit corridor. It was the girl with dark hair. Four days had gone past since the evening when
he had run into her outside the junk−shop. As she came nearer he saw that her right arm was in a sling,
not noticeable at a distance because it was of the same color as her overalls. Probably she had crushed
her hand while swinging round one of the big kaleidoscopes on which the plots of novels were 'roughed
in'. It was a common accident in the Fiction Department.
Albanian TL target language, Orwell (119:2005). Kishte kaluar gjysma e paradites, Uinstoni doli nga
kthina e vet të shkonte në banjë. Nga ana tjetër e korridorit të gjatë dhe të ndriçuar po afrohej një figurë
e njeriu të vetmuar. Ishte vajza flokëzezë. Qysh kur e kishte parë afër dyqanit të rrangullinave kishin
kaluar katër ditë. Ndërsa afroheshin drejt njëri-tjetrit, ai vuri re krahun e saj të fashuar i cili nga larg
nuk binte ngaqë fashua kishte të njëjtën ngjyrë me kominoshet. Ndoshta ndërsa vinte vërdallë ishte
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përplasur
me ndonjë nga kaleindoskopët e mëdhenj në të cilët “u jepej dora e parë novelave. Në Drejtorinë e
Trillimit ky ishte një aksident i rëndomtë.
Free translation
Free translation is mainly concerned to reproduce the matter without the manner or the content without
the form of the original and it is commonly considered as a sort of paraphrase much longer than the
original, a so-called “intra-lingual translation”.
Word-for-word translation
In general this type of translation is being referred to as ‘interlinear translation’, with The TL immediately
below the SL words. The SL word-order is preserved and the words translated out of the context in the
most common meaning such as bandaged arm SL and equivalent in TL krahu i fashuar, Fiction
Department SL and equivalent in TL Drejtoria e Trillimit etc. Cultural words are translated literally.
Indeed, the main purpose of word-for-word translation is either to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the key features of the SL source language. It’s worth pointing out some examples of ‘translation of
cultural’ words such as ANGLOSOC in SL and TL equivalent Socializmi Anglez, Newspeak in SL and TL
Gjuha e Re etc. Newmark (46-47:1988).
Nevertheless, a large number of translation scholars such as Tupe, Robinson have claimed that a translator
who strives for perfection shall bear the following qualities a) to have at least a comprehensive basic
knowledge of the target language b) must be able to analyze and understand a text or a given speech c)
capable to carry out not only a linguistic, but even a interpretative translation d) an enriched lexicon and
vocabulary, that exceeds the linguistic framework, which is in other words called “overall culture” which
is sustained by an eager curiosity and a strong memory. Consequently, it means to cognize the history,
culture, the social and artistic life the respective population, from whose language you want to translate;
whereas it is also necessary to acquire some information about their lifestyle, e) to approach to translation
as an art, technique science and profession, f) to have a strong passion and be gifted in reading,
comprehending, speaking, writing and creating when asked to translate from source to target language
g) lastly, what is considered as one of the underlying features of a professional translator is that he must
be fostered by a insight curiosity, concerning the world that surrounds him. Tupe (22:2006).
Contrary to Tupe, translation scholar Robinson opts for some other indispensable qualities such as; a)
never assume you understand the source text perfectly b) never assume your understanding of the source
text is detailed enough to enable you to translate it adequately. c)always analyze for text type, genre,
register, rhetorical function, etc. d) always analyze the source text’s syntax and semantics, making sure
you know in detail what it is saying, what it is not saying, and what it is implying e)always analyze the
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic relationship between the source language (especially as it appears in
this particular source text) and the target language, so that you know what each language is capable and
incapable of doing and saying, and can make all necessary adjustments. Robinson (199:1997.)

Conclusions
- Orwell’s masterpiece aims to mirror the dark and gloomy reality of totalitarian regimes, through a
piercing criticism;
- Within the framework of carrying out a subtle componential analysis of translation, it is worth
putting a particular emphasis on translating “cultural words”, “transference” and “functional
equivalents”;
- In Orwell’s “1984”, there has been combined a wide variety of translation methods respectively;
literary, word for word translation and free translation, aiming to carry out a total translation.
- Generally speaking, translation has been consistently defined with reference to meaning,
translation is said to have the same meaning as original. “Meaning” has been consistently
regarded as one the underlying traits of a language and as matter of a fact SL text has an SL
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meaning and TL text has a TL meaning;
- Meaning has been categorized in four main sub-divisions; The propositional meaning, expressive
meaning, presupposed meaning and evoked meaning;
- Equivalence in meaning, shouldn’t be considered as a criterion for an precise and accurate
translation, owing to the fact that to define the still undefined notion of translation one would
have to employ a notion as obscure as equivalence of meaning and many people try to reason out
that “meaning” is the one which remains unchanged in the “process of translation”.
- It it is totally unacceptable to embrace the “naive idea” that “equivalence in meaning” is merely
provided by synonymy, since it is already commonly agreed that there are no complete synonyms
in language;
- There have been employed a numerous methods of translations literary translation, word-for
word translation and free-translation;
- Translator scholars have generally agreed that, a translator who strives for perfection shall render
some common qualities such as: to have an eager curiosity, strong memory, to cognize the
history, culture of the SL, always analyze the genre, text type, register, rhetorical function of text
and to have an enriched vocabulary and lexicon which exceeds linguistic framework.
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Abstract:Translation of legal discourse comprises in itself a challenge and it is in the meantime a
demanding task which asks for utmost proficiency of both source and target language. In this regard, it
is worth pointing out that there have been effortlessly attempted to refer to as a mere technical or
scientific translation. As a consequence, as far as translation of legal terminology is concerned it is
worth underpinning that it requires a comprehensive understanding and overall culture regarding this
field. Despite the fact, it is also indispensable to have an enriched lexicon which comprises a great
advantage. The underlying purpose of this paper is to highlight the key importance of synonymy with a
particular emphasis on the translation process. In this respect, it is worth emphasizing that synonyms
aren’t merely words which render similar meaning and as a result don’t plainly rely on lexical items, but
in lexical units and words which differ in their connotations. In this respect, dictionaries play a crucial
role, provide a great aid for translator who strives for perfection and as well as is keen to attain fulltranslation. As a result, taking into account this fact within the framework of this paper there will be
also carried out a full-fledged comparative analysis between terminology dictionaries of both SL and
TL, contributing to avoidance of word-for word translation which implies that words aren’t singly
translated out of context.
Key words: synonymy, dictionaries, lexicon, terminology, translation process, full-translation, wordfor-word translation

Introduction
Obviously, during the last decades English Language is being commonly referred to as a global language
due to its status as well as the significant role that has in the vast majority of countries of the world. As a
result, it is widespread in numerous English speaking countries respectively in USA, Canada, Britain,
Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and even broader. Indeed, the best illustration of the
growing importance of English are the statistics which indicated that it is spoken from one quarter of the
world and as a consequence, it comprises 1.5 billion people who have attained fluency and full
competency of this language. Crystal (6: 2003).
Meanwhile, the global status has been achieved as a result its implementation in a wide selection of
international organizations. In this regard, it is worth mentioning several entities such as where English
has enjoyed the status of official language or differently denominated as “lingua franca” or a “common
language” namely in; League of Nations, United Nations along with other major associations such as
Association of South East Asian Nations, the Commonwealth, the Council of Europe, the European
Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Crystal (87:2003).
First and foremost one of the key peculiarities comprising a language the “process of translation” from
Source Language SL and TL Target Language. In this respect, translation of EU legislation from one
English language to another is a demanding task and in the meantime rewarding when translator
succeeds in attaining lexical equivalence, synonymy, employs the appropriate method of translation etc.
In this point of view, when it comes to translating EU Legislation, International Law as well as a variety
of legal documents from English language to Albanian language translator has to cope with the above
mentioned components.
Therefore, Albanian lexicologists have continually strived to contribute with the aim of overcoming
difficulties related to equivalence, synonymy are as follows: Jorgji Kote, “Fjalor Frazeologjik për
Diplomacinë dhe Marrëdhëniet Ndërkombëtare Anglisht-Shqip”, Ilo Stefanllari “Fjalor AnglishtShqip”, Pavli Qesku “Fjalor Anglisht-Shqip”, Luljeta Buza “Fjalor Terminologjik i Drejtësisë
Anglisht-Shqip, Shqip Anglisht”, Luan Kaceli “Fjalor Termash Juridike, Ekonomike dhe Biznesi
Anglisht-Shqip” etc. Despite there have been published at a large scale dictionaries from foreign authors
which serve translation purposes such as “New Webster’s Law Dictionary”, “Black Law Dictionary”,
“The Essential Law Dictionary”, “Collins COBUILD English Dictionary”, Webster’s New World Law
Dictionary etc. In the following sections of this paper will be carried out an ample comparative
translation analysis with regard to translation EU legislation and legal terminology from English to
Albanian and vice-versa.
1.1. Synonymy in translating legal terminology
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In this perspective linguists have continually carried numerous attempts to define synonymy. Therefore,
Lyon has defined it as expressions which the same meaning and has categorized them in near synonyms
expressions which are at a large extent similar, but not identical, partial synonymy which meets the
criterion of identity in meaning, but don’t fulfill the requisites to be considered absolute synonymy’s and
lastly the absolute synonymy. Moreover, he argues that absolute synonymy may be attained only in
cases of the fulfillment of the following conditions a) all their meanings are identical, b) they are
synonymous in all contexts, c) they are semantically equivalent which at a high degree implies that
meanings on all dimensions descriptive and non-descriptive one’s. Lyon (60-64: 1995). While taking
into account legal discourse and terminology absolute synonymy may be achieved only when using
“doublets” and “triplets”. As a result, aiming to keep sentences as short as possible and use words
economically, phrases may be reduced to single words such as in the following examples, R.Haigh
(49:2009):

Commonly used phrase - single word equivalent:
- be a significant factor in: affect, influence;
- be in a position to: can, may;
- be inclined to the view that: think (that);
- by dint of: because;
- give rise to: cause;
- have a detrimental effect upon: harm;
- have a tendency to tend;
- have an effect upon affect;
- have the effect of (in most contexts) cause;
Generally speaking, in legal English there are have been used two or three words to convey a single legal
concept. However, it is must be paid a particular attention since the words often mean precisely the
same thing such as in doublet (null and void) and in contrast don’t render the same meaning in the
triplet (dispute, controversy and claim). Meanwhile, the modern practices attempt to avoid these sorts of
constructions and as a result use a single word instead. A good illustration of this is the phrase (give,
devise and bequeath) could be replaced by a single word by avoiding the loss of meaning. Haigh
(32:2009). Aiming to make a distinction regarding the context triplets are used it is indispensable to
draw a comparative analysis amidst various dictionaries.
According to “Black Law’s Dictionary 8th Edition”, “dispute” is defined as “a conflict or controversy,
esp. One that has given rise to a particular lawsuit” noun and compliant to “Collins COBUILD English
Language Dictionary”, “controversy” noun, is defined as “a discussion and argument about an action or
proposal that many people do not approve of”. Lastly, as far as “New Law Webster’s Dictionary” is
concerned the noun claim asserts two meanings and used in various contexts claim 1 verb. a demand for
money or property. 2. An assertion that one is entitled to, or the perceived or actual right to receive,
money or property. 3. Noun the totality of facts that gives rise to a right to receive money or property
that is enforceable in court. 4. Noun in some states and in the federal courts, the same as claim for relief.
Doublets, null and void = void, legal and valid = valid, terms and conditions = terms, uphold and
support, repair and make good = repair, over and above =exceeding and triplets such as give, despise,
bequeath = give, pay, satisfy and discharge = pay, way, shape and form = way, communicate, indicate,
suggest = communicate, dispute, controversy and claim = dispute. Haigh (33:2009). Additionally,
Webster’s New World Law Dictionary renders these meanings for: void noun, of no legal effect; empty;
unenforceable; those provisions having no effect whatsoever.
Therefore, draws a distinction between despise and bequeath and provides the following definitions:
bequeath verb, a) to give a gift of personal property by means of a will b) In some states, to give a gift of
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any type of property by means of a will. The word valid derives two meanings: a) valid adjective legally
binding, such as a valid agreement, b) having merit, as in, “given the facts presented in this case. For
example: it is valid to conclude that she did what she was charged with having done.
Void, noun: boshllëk, zbrazëtirë. For example: His death has left a great void: vdekja e tij shkaktoi një
humbje të madhe. a) adjective: i zbrazët, bosh. For example: void of interest: diçka pa interes, b)
adjective, i pavlefshëm. For example two votes declared void: dy vota u shpallën të pavlefshme. Null and
void: i pavlefshëm. Bequeath, verb: lë trashëgim. Over and above: mbi. For example: Over and above
the plan: mbi plan. Dispute, noun: debat, rragatë. For example: beyond dispute: pa dyshim, in dispute:
në diskutim. Dispute, verb: hahem, polemizoj, kundërshtoj, vë në dyshim, dyshoj, qëndroj, i bëj
qëndresë, luftoj. Valid adjective: i vlefshëm, brenda rregullave. For example: valid claim: ankesë e
vlefshme, b) i vlefshëm, në fuqi. The law is no longer valid: ligji nuk është më në fuqi. A valid theory:
një teori e saktë e bazuar mirë, c) i efektshëm, valid help: ndihmë e nevojshme. Stefanllari (1228:2003).
Synonymy has been strongly related to semantic equivalence and as matter of a fact it is assumed to
exist between words-word groups, word-group and sentences as well as sentences and sentences.
Gizenburg (55:1979). Semantic level in the level of word-groups may be as follows together with
Albanian equivalents: to gain time/ground: fitoj kohe në terren, to gain/gather momentum: marr force,
to initiate a legal proceeding: filloj procedurat e ndjekjes penale, omissions and commissions: veprime
dhe mosveprime, criminal prosecution: ndjekje penale, criminal offences: vepra penale, embezzlement of
state assets: përvetësimi i pasurisë shtetërore, to infringe rights, cënoj të drejtat, a court ruling: vendim
gjyqësor, applicability of law: zbatueshmëria e ligjit, law enforcement: zbatim i ligjit: ekzekutim i ligjit
etc. Kote (40-72: 2010). In addition, are also defined as words which render identical or similar meaning.
Nevertheless, it is almost impossible that poly-semantic words may be synonymous to all their
meanings. Gizenburg (55:1979). In this regard, let’s draw a distinction between several legal terms and
phrases from English Language as a source language SL and Albanian TL as follows: abrogate (verb):
shfuqizoj një ligj ose vendim abrogoj, abuse of power: shpërdorim pushteti, accused of complicity: i
akuzuar për komplot, aggravating circumstance: rrethanë rënduese, aleniate tjetërsoj pasurinë,
transferoj titullin, pronën e dikujt, binding contract: kontratë detyruese, criminal charges, deceit (verb):
mashtroj, deception (noun): mashtrim, enjoy (verb) gëzoj të drejtat, detyrimet, enjoy the right: gëzoj të
drejtat, forge (verb): falsifikoj, forging of seals: falsifikim i vulave. Buza (3-37: 2010).
Furthermore, Newmark argues that synonymy is necessary when there is not a precise equivalent from
TL to SL and one-to-one equivalent, particularly for adverbs and adjectives of quality and that
synonymy is appropriate when literal translation is almost impossible. Moreover, he claims that
economy precedes accuracy and that unnecessary used of synonyms may lead to poor translations.
However, legal terms render accurate and fixed legal meanings, which can at a lesser extent be
substituted by other words. As a result, legal jargon is commonly used by lawyers, being comprised of
technical words. Indeed, jargon also includes archaic words which aren’t anymore used in ordinary
English such as emoluments, provenance etc. The word emolument in “Webster’s New Dictionary of
Synonyms” is defined with several synonyms such as: stipend, salary, fee, wage, wages, pay, hire. In
the meantime, the word provenance also renders a wide range of synonyms namely: origin, source,
inception, root and mover.
To illustrate this is necessary to make a comparative analysis between English SL and Albanian
equivalents such in the following legal terms as follows; Notwithstanding adverb: megjithatë,
preposition, megjithë. Example: the case proceeded notwithstanding the objections of defendant: gjyqi
vazhdoi megjithë kundërshtimet e palës mbrojtëse. Oath: betim, be. Deposition on oath: dëshmi nën
betim. False oath: betim i rremë, oath taken before the court: betim përpara gjyqit. To make, take, swear
oath: bej betohem, bëj betimin. Irredemable adjective: i pandreqshëm, i pakthyeshëm, irrefutable
adjective: i pakundërshtueshëm, i parrëzueshëm. Derogation noun; derogim, anullim i pjesshëm ligji.
Derogation of responsibility: shmangie nga përgjegjësia. Revoke verb: anuloj (një kontratë), revokoj,
shfuqizoj (një ligj etj). Revoke a proxy (procuration): anulloj një prokurë. Enact verb: dekretoj, i jap fuqi
ligjore. enactment: dekret, dekretim. Sublegal enactment: akt nënligjor. Enacting noun: dekretim,
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enactive: dekretues, confinement noun: privilim lire, burgim. Condemned by confinement: i denuar me
privim lirie. Lawsuit noun: procedim ligjor, padi. To bring a lawsuit against someone: ngre padi ndaj
dikujt. To defend a lawsuit: paraqitem ne gjyq. (për t’u mbrojtur nga padia). Kaceli (5-328: 2002).

1.2.Equivalence in translating legal terminology from Albanian SL
The underling aim of translation is that of “reproducing the message” which asks for carrying out the
appropriate grammatical and lexical adjustments. In this respect, Nida has taken an example to illustrate
this fact, the Hebrew idiom “bowels of mercies”. Despite the fact, that there already exist the words
bowel and mercy in English Language, a meaningful equivalent would be “tender compassion” and
claims that various translations intent to convey the significance of source language expression.
Moreover, he argues that translator must strive for equivalence rather than identity. In this point of view,
meaning shall be given priority and in the meantime, emphasizes that the content of message is of
crucial importance. Consequently, as matter of a fact translator’s shall be primarily focused to provide
the “natural equivalent” which may not necessarily be the “closest equivalent”. Nida, (12-13: 1982).
Furthermore, an ample illustration of this within the framework of translating legalize, would be the
translation of Latin terms, written in English Legal texts. Regardless the fact, recent reforms carried out
in the justice system have at a large scale encouraged the use of English rather than Latin, in the
following examples such as: ad hoc: for this purpose, affidavit: witnessed, signed agreement, pro rata:
in proportion, ipso facto: by the fact, de facto: in fact, de jure: by right, inter alia: among other things,
prima facie: at first sight, exempli gratia: for example. “Cambridge Professional English in Use-Law”,
(41- 2007).
Apart from this, a large number of linking terms which have been widely used in a variety of legal texts,
court documentation and contracts, with the purpose of referring to the other parts of the same text, to
different legal documents or related texts. These terms are as follows: hereafter: after this, hereby: in
this way, herein: in this, hereof: of this, thereafter: after that, therein: in that document, hereto: to this,
herewith: with that. In addition to this, in legal texts are also at a high degree in incorporated these
adjectives such as above-mentioned, the foregoing replaced with modern equivalents set out above or
written above. Whereas, the adjective under-mentioned is replaced with modern equivalents set out
below, written below. “Cambridge Professional English in Use-Law”, (41-2007). In the course of
historical developments, there has been provided numerous definitions from translation scholars,
regarding equivalence in translation. According to Eco, equivalence in meaning can’t be taken as a
criterion for a correct translation and moreover argues that there are no complete synonyms.
Consequently, it can’t be assumed that equivalence in meaning is provided by synonymy. Eco (9-10:
2001).
In addition, Newmark has subdivided equivalence in three categories: a) cultural equivalent which
implies an approximate translation and as matter of a fact a SL cultural word is translated by a TL
cultural word. Nevertheless this translation is not accurate owing to fact it is mainly used for publicity
and propaganda and to provide a brief description for readers who are “ignorant”, b) functional
translation which is primarily applied to cultural words, which asks for use of culture-free words with a
certain specific term, c) descriptive equivalent, implies that description is weighed against function.
Description and function are essential elements play a key role in description and function. Therefore,
function used to be disregard whereas now it has gained a significant importance. Newmark (83-84:
1988).
Furthermore, Roger is highly critical and at a large extent and objects the assumption that translation is
the replacement of representation of a text in one language by a representation of an equivalent text in a
second language and as a consequence puts a particular emphasis on the fact that texts in different
languages may be equivalent in different degrees such as (fully or partially equivalent), in relation to
levels of representation regarding (context, semantics, grammar and lexis) as well as with regard to
different ranks involving (word-for-word, phrase- for-phrase, sentence-for-sentence). In the context of
legal discourse word-for-word translation of the verb and lexical equivalent in Albanian language as a
TL renders various meanings such as: dekretoj, i jap fuqi ligjore, luaj rolin etc. In this context, there
may be also drawn a parallelism with Catford theory for equivalence who also distinguishes between
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textual and formal equivalence, wherein a formal correspondent may be any TL category such as (unit,
class, structure and any element of structure) and a textual translation equivalent involves any TL form
text or a part of text which is assumed to be an equivalent of a the respective SL form. Catford (27:
1965).
When it comes to a sentence-for-sentence equivalence between English language SL and TL Albanian
language: domestic legislation between enacted within countries: legjislacioni i brendshëm në fuqi
brenda shteteve and a phrase-for-phrase translation, duties and obligations: taksat dhe detyrimet. The
word “duty” has several meaning in Albanian language TL, respectively: taksë, tarifë, akcizë, vergji.
Besides that, it is also used in expressions such as: ad valorem duty: akcizë sipas vlerës/tatim doganor,
customs duty: taksë doganore, death duties: tatim për trashëgimni, duty paid: i zhdoganuar, duty
unpaid: pazhdoganuar, estate duty: taksë në trashëgimni etc. Kaceli (5:2002).
Needless to say, languages distinguish from one another as far as codes, rules and grammatical
structures are concerned. The concept “to shift from one language to another” implies an alteration of
forms. Despite, he claims that translators are commonly faced with two options: a) to opt for formal
equivalents preserve the context free semantic sense of the text and disregarding the context-sensitive
value and that of b) functional equivalents which preserve the context-sensitive communicative value of
the text without taking into account the context-free semantic sense. Roger (6-7: 1991).
Moreover, Popovič distinguishes four types of equivalence a) linguistic equivalence, where there is
homogeneity on the linguistic level of both SL and TL texts, such as word for word translation. b)
paradigmatic equivalence, where there is equivalence of ‘the elements of a paradigmatic expressive
axis’ such as elements of grammar, which Popovič which assumes it is a higher category than lexical
equivalence, c) stylistic (translational) equivalence, where there is ‘functional equivalence of elements in
both original and translation which primarily aims to attain an expressive identity with an invariant of
identical meanings d) textual (syntagmatic) equivalence, where there is equivalence of the syntagmatic
structuring of a text, equivalence of form and shape. According to the above-mentioned categorization,
it is worth pointing out that translation it is not a mere replacement of lexical and grammatical items
between languages, but also the translation of idioms and metaphors and phrasal verbs which requires a
subtle scrutiny of linguistic basic elements from SL and TL texts. Bassnet (33-34: 1980).

Conclusions
- Translation of EU legislation from one English language to another is a demanding task and in the
meantime rewarding when translator succeeds in attaining lexical equivalence, synonymy,
employs the appropriate method of translation;
- The underling aim of translation is that of “reproducing the message” which asks for carrying out
the appropriate grammatical and lexical adjustments;
- Synonymy is necessary when there is not a precise equivalent from TL to SL and one-to-one
equivalent, particularly for adverbs and adjectives of quality and that synonymy is appropriate
when literal translation is almost impossible;
- Equivalence in meaning can’t be taken as a criterion for a correct translation and there are no
complete synonyms;
- Synonymy may be attained only in cases of the fulfillment of the following conditions a) all their
meanings are identical, b) they are synonymous in all contexts, c) they are semantically
equivalent which at a high degree implies that meanings on all dimensions descriptive and non
descriptive one’s;
- Translators are commonly faced with two options: a) to opt for formal equivalents preserve the
context free semantic sense of the text and disregarding the context-sensitive value and that of
b) functional equivalents which preserve the context-sensitive communicative value of the text
without taking into account the context-free semantic sense;
- It is almost impossible that poly-semantic words may be synonymous to all their meanings. Semantic level in the level of word-groups may be as follows together with Albanian equivalents:
to gain time/ground: fitoj kohe në terren, to gain/gather momentum: marr force, to initiate a legal
proceeding: filloj procedurat e ndjekjes penale, omissions and commissions: veprime dhe
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mosveprime;
- A large number of linking terms which have been widely used in a variety of legal texts, court
documentation and contracts, with the purpose of referring to the other parts of the same text,
to different legal documents or related texts. These terms are as follows: hereafter: after this,
hereby: in this way, herein: in this, hereof: of this, thereafter: after that, therein: in that
document, hereto: to this, herewith: with that;
- it is necessary to pay a particular attention since the words, which mean precisely the same thing
such as in doublet (null and void) and in contrast don’t render the same meaning in the triplet
(dispute, controversy and claim);
- Synonymy may be achieved only when using “doublets” and “triplets”;
- It is worth drawing the distinction between textual and formal equivalence, wherein a formal
correspondent may be any TL category such as (unit, class, structure and any element of
structure) and a textual translation equivalent involves any TL form text or a part of text which
is assumed to be an equivalent of a the respective SL form;
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